**Toy Story**

1. The role of Little Bo Peep was originally written for what more famous character?

2. What is the first thing we hear Woody say?

3. What song do we hear when we first meet Woody and Andy?

4. What is Andy’s little Sister’s name?

5. When Andy is opening his birthday presents, one of the toys really hopes for one of the packages to contain a particular kind of toy. Who is the hopeful one, and what toy do they wish for?

6. When Woody is mocking Buzz for boasting that he can fly what does he call him?

**A Bug’s Life**

7. What does Flik invent that he thinks will ease the ants' burdens?

8. To whom are the ants obligated to make regular offerings of grain?

9. This arrangement is a twist on what familiar fable?

10. When will these overlords return to Ant Island to collect their double compensation after Flik’s invention destroys the original tribute?

11. How does Flik convince the circus bugs to come to his aid?

12. What ultimate weapon do the ants build?

13. What does Hopper use for darts?

14. What’s Slim’s party trick?

15. How does Hopper meet his doom?

16. How many cockroaches does it take to screw in a light bulb?

17. Who voices the Queen?
**Toy Story 2**

18. When Jessie first meets Woody, she exclaims, "Sweet mother of Abraham Lincoln!" This is a reference to what real-life connection to one of the Toy Story stars?

19. When the toys are playing cards during Woody's nightmare after being "shelved", all the cards are the ace of spades. What fact about the ace of spades makes this especially frightening?

20. Buzz 2 arrests Buzz 1 for being "in direct violation of Code 6404.5 stating all space rangers are to be in hyper-sleep until awakened by authorized personnel." What’s Code 6404.5 in real life?

**Monsters Inc.**

21. What’s the slogan of the corporation Monsters, Inc.?

22. What energy source powers Monstropolis at the beginning of the movie, and what is it at the end?

23. The restaurant where Mike takes Celia for her birthday is called Harry Hausen’s. Why?

24. Roz, who runs the Paperwork Office, has what in common with Patrick Swayze in Roadhouse?

25. When the factory floor manager gives the countdown to begin the scaring day, he counts down from 7. Why?

26. What scents of odorants does Sulley have in his locker

27. Who takes Mike and Sulley in when they’re banished to the human world?

28. Their host in the human world mentions that there are some kids in the nearby village – in fact, tough kids, sissy kids, and kids who climb on rocks. What’s this a reference to?

29. What does Boo call Sulley?

30. What’s Mike’s last name

31. Who are Googly-bear and Shmoopsie-poo?

32. During the great closet door chase scene, Mike & Sulley go through doors into three locations on Earth. Where?

33. What doll does Boo hand Sulley when she gets back to her room?
34. What’s the name of the company musical that Mike invents to cover their illicit activities in the movie, and actually performs in the credits?

35. “No ____ were harmed in the making of this film”

36. Rendering each single frame of Sulley generally took 11 to 12 hours. Why?

37. The little girl who voiced Boo was too young to learn lines or to stand for long at a mike and speak them. How did the film-makers work around these limitations?

38. Boo’s real name is Mary. What real-life Mary is she named after?

Finding Nemo

39. What skill does Marlin lack, which the other school parents and the sharks expect him to have?

40. Name at least 4 of the 8 shapes that the school of fish transform themselves into

41. From where was Peach the starfish purchased?

42. How do the Tank Gang normally amuse themselves during the day?

43. What’s Dory’s motto?

44. How do the Tank Gang address Nemo after his ritual initiation?

45. Dory can never remember Nemo’s name. What does she call him instead?

46. Why does Crush tell Marlin not to hurl on his shell?

47. According to Crush, what must you make sure to have with you when you exit the EAC?

48. When Nigel meets Marlin and Dory for the first time, he already knows who they are. How?

49. The sea creatures are a pretty diverse lot. Besides Australian and “standard” American, name the accents/dialects represented, and the character(s) associated with each.

50. What song plays over the closing credits?
**Incredibles**

51. What is the first act of heroism we see Mr. Incredible perform in the movie?

52. Also while on his way to his wedding, he foils a bank robbery. What Francophone supervillain is the perpetrator?

53. When the plane carrying Helen and the kids is shot down, what two shapes does she take to convey herself and her kids to safety?

54. Costume designer Edna Mode tailors each costume to its wearer’s unique abilities. But what hard and fast rule goes for all of them?

55. In the end we see that Syndrome should have followed this rule. What would it have saved him from?

56. Frozone is delayed in preparing for the final battle with the robot. What caused the delay?

57. On what island is Syndrome’s lair?

58. What’s the password?

59. What’s the first superpower that Jack-Jack manifests?

60. Near the end of the film, two elderly observers express appreciation for the supers’ “old-school” ways. This is an appropriate sentiment and tribute to the two gentlemen who voiced these characters, Frank Thomas and Ollie Johnston. Why?

**Cars**

61. Lightning McQueen’s goal is to win what racing trophy?

62. What affirmation does Lightning say to himself before starting a race?

63. In the first race we see, Lightning wins by a very tiny margin. What body part does he get over the finish line first?

64. What brand of gasoline, seen in both Cars and Toy Story, apparently fuels the Pixar world?

65. The Rust-eze reps sound exactly like what two real-life radio personalities?

66. Jay Leno voices which late-night vehicular talk show host?
67. In yet another cross-franchise reference, what is the tire brand of choice for the Cars vehicles?

68. The massive rock formations in the desert around Radiator Springs resemble what?

69. Lizzie’s license plate number is MT23. To what does this refer?

70. What is occasionally seen buzzing around fluorescent lights?

71. In the final credits, we see clips from some of Pixar’s other popular franchises, but of course with the characters replaced by cars. What are the three titles in the world of Cars?

**Ratatouille**

72. What actor, in his final film role, provided the voice of Anton Ego?

73. What event led to Gusteau’s death?

74. Remy has a highly developed sense of taste and smell (to say nothing of a large schnozz), which gives him what role in his rat family?

75. Remy’s philosophy: “If you are what you eat, then ___”

76. According to Collette, you can tell a good chef by their dirty ____ and clean ____

77. When Skinner is kicked out for trying to defraud Linguini of his inheritance, sous-chef Horst threatens him with his thumb. Why would Skinner be intimidated by this?

78. What unpalatable dish does Skinner force Linguini to cook, in order to set him up for failure?

79. Notice anything about the name “Auguste Gusteau”?

**WALL-E**

80. WALL-E has found an old videotape of a musical which he watches over and over. It also is the source of his theme music and other bits of the film’s soundtrack. What musical is it?

81. The world of WALL-E has been taken over by a corporation, and not just any corporation, but Pixar’s flagship fictional mega-chain. Name that store with the descriptive name.

82. What is the name of the massive space cruiser that holds the humans in the film?
83. What does WALL-E Stand For?
84. What does EVE stand for?
85. What does Wall-E feed his cockroach friend on Earth?
86. WALL-E emits a rather geeky sound to signify that he is charged. What is that sound?
87. WALL-E tries to entertain a catatonic EVE with a particular old-school videogame. What game does he try to play with her, and on what system does he play it?
88. WALL-E encounters a famous satellite on his way out of Earth's gravitational field. By that, I mean, it hits him in the face. Square in the face. What satellite was that again?
89. The rather unsavory CEO of Buy n Large looks familiar. Name the actor.
90. EVE looks familiar. Who co-designed the robot?

**Up**

91. What is the name of Charles Muntz' dirigible?
92. What actor voices Charles Muntz, the ancient explorer?
93. What actor voices the elderly hero Carl?
94. Where was Carl employed as a balloon seller
95. The money jar for Paradise Falls is broken three times. For what misfortunes did Carl and Ellie need the money?
96. Why is the mailbox so important to Carl?
97. In childhood, what did Ellie pin on Carl's chest?
98. What is the destination printed on the plane tickets, which Carl and Ellie never use?
99. How do you lure a snipe, according to what Carl tells Russell?
100. What food does Kevin, the large bird, like?
101. What is served for dessert on Muntz' dirigible?
102. What are Muntz' dogs doing when Russell catches the dirigible?
103. What will interrupt any dog conversation?

**Toy Story 3**

104. What room at Sunnyside do the toys get assigned to, and what room do they want to be in?

105. Where is the nightly poker game, involving Lotso and his cronies, held?

106. Who is the eyes and ears of Lotso’s prison?

107. Who is the old-timer who helps Woody escape?

108. How does Barbie attempt to distract Ken while the other toys escape?

109. How do the toys get rescued from the incinerator?

110. What 2 items does Mr. Potato Head use for a substitute body?

111. What happens to Buzz when you hold down the button for more than 5 seconds?

112. Name Bonnie’s toys:

   a. 
   ![Image of a toy](image1)

   b. 
   ![Image of another toy](image2)
Cars 2

113. How do Pixar and the Cars characters pay tribute to Paul Newman/Doc Hudson?

114. What is Allinol?

115. What is the secret hidden in it?

116. What does McQueen call Francesco Bernoulli to get him to challenge McQueen to a race?
117. Who are the race announcers

118. From what category of cars does the evil professor recruit his henchcars?

119. What are the four specific models of henchcars?

120. What do cars throw at the craps table?

121. What are the locations of the 3 World Grand Prix races?

122. Where are Mater, Fin and Holley imprisoned in London

123. Which of his spy upgrades does Mater get to keep at the end of the adventure?

### Brave

124. Who are the Three Terrors?

125. Who are the four clans who make up the kingdom?

126. Where does Merida go that Angus (her horse) is unable to follow?

127. What is the witch’s main preoccupation?

128. What is the name of the witch’s “legitimate” business?

129. What is the witch’s motto?

130. What does the witch’s message tell Merida and her mother they must do to break the curse?

131. Who was the demon Mor Dubh before he was cursed?

132. To whom is the movie dedicated?

133. What Scottish singer performs the original songs and provides Merida’s singing voice?

134. What happens in the end-of-credits scene?

135. The chess set that Merida’s mother uses when telling the legend of the four brothers is based on what famous 12th century chess set?
Monsters University

136. What event inspires the young Mike to become a scarer when he grows up?

137. What is MU’s rival school?

138. What is the rival school’s mascot?

139. Who is Mike’s first roommate?

140. Describe the first meeting between Mike and Sulley

141. What are the initials of the three frats?

142. How do the “cool” frat boys humiliate our nerdy heroes at the frat party?

143. Kicked out of the scarer program, what much less glamorous program does Mike switch to?

144. What are the events in the Scare Games?

145. When Mike and Sulley sneak into the human world, where do they find themselves?

Shorts

146. Your Friend the Rat: The message of Your Friend the Rat is that rats are good for humans and we can all get along. So who emerges as the villain in this world-view?

147. Presto: In the epic battle between the magician and his bunny, the top-hat is one end of the magic portal. What is the other end?

148. BURN-E: What tune does Burn-E the space repair robot hum while he works?

149. Partly Cloudy: Name one of the many dangerous creatures that the poor beleaguered stork has to deliver

150. George & AJ: Inspired by the main character in Up, how do the various seniors rebel when George and Al come to round them up and take them to the retirement home?

151. Day & Night: Where do Day and Night find common ground?

152. Hawaiian Vacation: All the toys are excited to get a relaxing break when the family goes away on vacation, except for Barbie and Ken. Why are they bummed?

153. Mater’s Tall Tales: What happens to Mater in Air Mater?
154. **Mater’s Tall Tales**: What happens to Mater in Time Travel Mater?

155. **Mater’s Tall Tales**: What tag line does Mater say at the beginning of each Tall Tales?

156. **Small Fry**: What group befriends Buzz when he’s stranded at the Poultry Palace?

157. **La Luna**: The characters sweep and shovel glowing stars across the surface of the moon. What is the purpose of this?

158. In Psych The Musical, aspiring actor Gus boasts that he has a part in a local production, playing a character from a Pixar short. Who is it?

159. Who/what is Luxo Jr?